DESIGNING A PUBLIC PARK WITH "REAL SOCIAL PARTICIPATION"
WHO ARE WE?

Ton Gjeltema
Designer Public Space/Urban Designer
at municipality of Breda (NL)
www.breda.nl
Photographer

Marnix Scholman
Urban Designer and co-founder of
Share Urbanism
www.shareurbanism.eu
Writer of “Handbook of Safe Design”
ABOUT BREDA

183,056 inhabitants

9th city of The Netherlands

Royal City

766 years old city

nearby Rotterdam, Antwerp and Eindhoven

Gemeente Breda
WWW.SHAREURBANISM.EU, working on different scales
WHAT WAS THE GOAL OF THE PROJECT? ....... REAL PARTICIPATION

Participatieproces

Gemeente Breda

SHARE
WE ORGANIZED SEVERAL MEETINGS TO DESIGN WITH THE PEOPLE.
WE ORGANIZED A "SAFARI" IN THE FUTURE PARK
WE ORGANIZED A “SAFARI” IN THE FUTURE PARK
WHAT SHOULD BE THE FUNCTIONS OF THE PARK?

ACTIVE PARTICIPATION

SHARE

Gemeente Breda
WHAT SHOULD BE THE FUNCTIONS OF THE PARK?
FIRST IDEA’S OF THE PEOPLE
FIRST IDEA’S OF THE PEOPLE
STEP BY STEP THE IDEA’S BECOME A PARK

Gemeente Breda
STEP BY STEP THE IDEA’S BECOME A PARK
STEP BY STEP THE IDEA’S BECOME A PARK
STEP BY STEP THE IDEA’S BECOME A PARK
THE RESULT